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Herd immunity against Covid 19: A hope towards normal life!
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Abstract
Immune response to the infection is double edged sword, under expression as well as over expression of immune response is
lethal. Over activation of immunity and inflammation can cause a lung injury thus can be correlated to severity of COVID 19.
Acquired immunity is a result of natural infection or through immunization with a vaccine. Immunity within a population possess
down or halt the infection. It refers to the herd immunity. The re-exposure to the individuals to virus will produce more robust
antibody response over period of time. The herd immunity is seeming very destructive, but is very robust response that a
community will develop against COVID 19 eventually through socialization of infected individuals and immunization. The
robust immune response would get developed to reinfection and memory immunity. Herd immunity is light after a long tunnel
and can help nations to operate to the normalcy of functioning.
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Introduction
Coronaviruses are underlying pathogenic factors for Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and COVID-19. As per
Prevalence report of WHO on 15 October 2020, there are
38,002,699
confirmed
cases
of
COVID-19,
including 1,083,234 deaths globally [1].
Recent research data for COVID-19 suggests that the
causative virus (SARS-CoV-2) has a closely related to batorigin SARS-like coronavirus. It is belonging to beta
coronavirus related to the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) virus which is enveloped RNA, and the
virus has been shown to use the angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor for cell entry. Primary source of
transmission is corona infected person. Direct person-toperson transmission occurs via respiratory droplets through
coughing, sneezing of an infected person. These droplets
contaminate surfaces, and viable viruses get entry through
eyes, nose, or mouth to the person who touches the
contaminated surfaces. The mean incubation period is 5.1
days (range 2–14 days). During 2-14 days COVID-19 is
infection presentation is uncertain. Current research
evidences shown that, infection period starts 2 days prior to
onset of symptoms and remain for up to 8 days.
Asymptomatic role of infections in transmission still remain
under investigation [2].
Role of Immunity in COVID-19
It is evident from earlier researches that severity of COVID
19 is linked to either insufficient or excessive T cell
responses. The absolute counts of CD3+ /CD4+ /CD45+ lymphocytes were lower among patients with COVID-19
compared to healthy subjects adjusted for age and gender [3,
4]
. CD3+ T cells are mainly composed of CD4+ T cells and
CD8+ T cells which in turn have crucial role in adaptive
immune responses. There was a strong correlation between
the severity of COVID-19 and the CD3+, CD4+ and CD8+ T
lymphocytes. CD4+ are the helper cells which identify the
infected cells and pathogen which is taken care by CD8+ T
lymphocytes as killer cells [5].

Primary innate immune responders are natural killer cells
playing a critical for viral load clearance and
immunomodulation. Dampening of NK cell responses by
coronaviruses can present a strong linkage and thus a good
marker to evaluate the immunity. Decrease in number of
circulating NK cell levels and exhaustion may be directly
responsible for the progression and severity of COVID-19 [6,
7]
.
B cells (B lymphocytes) in the blood are involved in early
effector responses via the production of protective antibodies,
as well as in initiating the production of memory cells [8, 9].
Immune response to the infection is double edged sword,
under expression as well as over expression of immune
response is lethal. Over activation of immunity and
inflammation can cause a lung injury thus can be correlated
to severity of COVID 19.
Herd immunity and COVID-19
Acquired immunity is a result of natural infection or through
immunization with a vaccine. Immunity within a population
possess potential to slow down or halt the infection. It will be
possibility of indirect protection of community when large
number of population is immune by its own by susceptible to
infection. This could be also helpful in context of This
population-level effect is often considered in the context of
vaccination programs, which aim to establish herd immunity
so that those who unvaccinated, including the younger
population and elder population and population with
impaired immune response, are still protected against disease.
As result of current scenario of existing immunity towards
infection can be come with result of different outcome for
infected individuals. In a completely unaffected population,
a pathogen will develop through susceptible hosts in an
unchecked manner following effective exposure of
susceptible hosts to infected individuals. However, if a
definite proportion of community has immunity towards
same infection, so the possibility of contact between infected
and susceptible hosts is reduced, since many hosts are
immune and, therefore, cannot transmit the pathogen. If the
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adequate number of susceptible individuals in a population
not sufficient, then spread of infection will reduced and lead
to drop in prevalence rate. The point at which the number of
susceptible individual’s level reduces the number needed for
transmission is known as the herd immunity threshold [10].
It must be noted that in case of the yearly flu shot, even
though some people have less risk, they are move to take the
shot to goal and preserve herd immunity so that the risk of
spread is minimized [11, 12]. Once a community has established
herd immunity against COVID-19, someone without
immunity is less likely to be exposed to an infectious
individual during an outbreak. For example, because there are
greater number of community having immunity to fight
against covid-19, there are fewer people susceptible
infection, and thus the frequency of transmissions is halt.
Similarly, those who are immune will less likely to be
infected with COVID-19 again, and thus will not transmit the
disease to others. In case of these possibilities will helpful in
control to outbreak.
Possible Mechanism of getting herd immunity
Most people who are infected with the COVID-19 virus
produce antibodies, protecting host cells from infection.
Body’s immune response against COVID 19 can get
developed out of fine interplay between T cells response and
memory B cells antibody response to SARS Cov 2 virus.
Many of the current research state that the COVID-19
antibody levels decline and remained for two to three months
after infection. The re-exposure to the individuals to virus
will produce more robust antibody response over period of
time that will create significant B and T cell response to
protect body from getting re-infected for longer duration of
time. These findings spot light on body immune system
action against re-infection with COVID-19 virus.
The patients experienced mild symptoms during his first
infection and had no symptoms the second time got infected.
It's possible that immune system could not protect individual
against reinfection, it did help keep individual from getting
sicker during the second infection [13].
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Conclusions
Though the herd immunity seems to be very destructive, but
is very robust response that a community will develop against
COVID 19 eventually through socialization of infected
individuals and immunization. The robust immune response
would get developed to infected individuals through repeated
exposure and memory immunity. Herd immunity is light after
a long tunnel and can help nations to operate to the normalcy
of functioning.
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